GORDY AGAIN
Sat in whole trip, cleared gapper midstretch, fair near wire. Dean hops aboard
tonight. Only mare in the race.
TWOMICKEYTRIP
Parked past quarter, yielded, tracked top pair balance, urged to save 3rd.
Gerry's choice here. One of many.
DONTDOUBTTHELAKERS
Quarter moved, led half, immediate pressure from winner, tough to wire. Luke's
choice over 2 others. Hikes still plays hard.
QUEENACE BLUE CHIP
Rode cones the trip, stuck behind gapper to lane, cleared, driven, just fair.
Class and post relief for this one.
CONTEMPORAY LEGEND
Looped by winner into turn, tucked, chased rest of the way, okay tuner. Class
relief after sitting out last week's races.
MAJOR LEGACY
Moved out on long train near half, never got into position. Outside again but a
smaller field. John returns to steer.
FOX VALLEY HOSS
Led at once, no pressure at any point, sped home comfortably. Adds Nick. Steps
back up but what's the plan from the outside?

GENE EUGENE
Hopped on cover train past half, followed rival 3wide into lane, closed well,
many across. James returns. Sits nearby from the pole.
BUNKERHILL BILL
First out half, attacked the heavy fave to lane, faded from the skirmish. Drops
out of tougher group. Gotta like him here.
JAZZMANIAN DEVIL
Third over by the half, covered to far turn, tired bit in needed tuner. Post
relief and should be tighter tonight.
EXPLAINNOTCOMPLAIN
Looped leaving, parked past quarter, released to retaker, tracked, cleared,
urged, up. Adds Braxten. Solid form too. Use.
MYSTERY DRAGON
Came up 3rd over near half, followed rival wide around poor flow, faded out from
the chase. Nick's choice. Fair form. Not impossible.
YOUROLDLOVELETTER
Left with many, left on the rim, called it off past half. Only mare in the race
stuck outside. Extra week off. Her plan?

QUEEN OF MARCS
Settled early, backed up by last turn gapper, cleared into lane, driven, best of
the rest. Steps up. Adds Dean. Small shot here.
SWEET ONE
Gapped at back in her return, a needed tuner. First time she's raced on
consecutive weeks since last spring.
FLASH ME BABY
Left, out before quarter to top, went for air last bend, couldn't deny heavy
fave, caught for 2nd wire. Probably going down the road again.
LLULI
Sped from gate, yielded to retaker, tracked balance, cleared to earn runnerup.
Solid form. Major player as usual.
RED N HOTALLOVER

Sent to top, yielded quarter, back out last bend, led till deep in drive,
caught. Hikes after nice try. Nick's choice in this.
BROOKLYN MOONSHINE
Left to tuck, back out last bend, urged, just fair. James choice. What's her
plan from outer post?

COZ AND EFFECT
Left to drop, brushed back near half, yielded to winner, tracked balance, urged,
2nd best. Finally inside. Steps back up but gotta use.
DEPENDLEBURY
Sat in whole trip, gapped a bit far turn, urged in late, fair. In okay shape.
Sits a tight trip. Has a small shot.
SOME PLAYA
Sped from gate, braked to half, picked up clip when attacked past half, held
tough till deep in drive. Going well since returning from Pocono. Obvious.
BUZZ LIGHT
Sat in whole trip, cleared in lane, urged, fair off no use. Drops down to level
where he was last victorious. Another must.
MYSTIC RULER
Saved all ground to lane, rallied on okay before getting into traffic late.
Minor post relief in the smaller field. Figures to be rallying late.
BLUE STAR MAVERICK
Sent from pole, yielded to winner, back out 2nd over near 3/4s, urged to save
place. Steve returns. Stuck outside. What's his strategy here?

MURDER MYSTERY
Left to mid turn lead, pushed before yielding, chased to lane, urged. Back
inside for a change. Okay form. Sits a tight trip.
GENERAL TIME
2nd over half, great lead up trip, stalled bit into lane, driven to save show.
Extra week off. Steve takes the drive tonight.
ETHAN HANOVER
Sped from gate, yielded midbend, chased to lane, loose late, had some go. Segues
from claiming event. Leaves?
BURNTISLAND BILLY
Surged out half, powered past the fave, opened up, shut down last eighth. Nick's
choice here. Steps up after crushing softer.
ASPLODE HANOVER
Sped from gate, pushed before yielding, back out 3rd over behind top pair far
turn, driven, much best of the others. Jacob returns. Adds to speed equation?
CHINA KING
Left, backed up to 5th on rail, cleared final bend, didn't rally in the mile and
a half affair. In a pretty good spot here. Luke's choice.

GITCHIE GIRL
Rode the rail whole trip, cleared traffic, just fair. Extra week off.
DIAMONDS ARE TRUMP
Led into turn, yielded midbend, trapped behind stalling leader to midstr, only
fair once free. Nick's choice. One of many.
SAND AND ROCKS
Parked long eighth plus, braked, attacked by winner far turn, stalled suddenly
once passed. Inside for a change. Thought.
HAGGINATTHEBEACH

Led from gate, yielded, burst out far turn, sped by leader, pretty easy score.
Solid form. Best on paper.
TABBAT MCREY
Saved all ground to last bend, angled out, just a mild rally. Has a right to
wake up in here.
SARAH TOGA AGAIN
2nd over behind winner past half, good lead up trip, urged, fair. Tries Mooney
for this.
DRINK ME PRETTY
Left well, back on rim far turn, kept marching, got by hard used leader. Steps
back up. Adds James.
JUNE MORNING
Out first near half, cover from winner soonafter, tracked to lane, driven.
Outside again but one more contender.
NIGHTGIRL
1st out from half, brief cover from winner far turn, kept marching, urged to
save place. stuck way outside. Plan?
PALOMA RUIZ
Far back from outside, failed to make any menacing moves. Needs some racing luck
to get involved from 10.

LUKES COWBOY
Came on long train past half, angled wide with cover, rallied fastest. Steps
back up now.
OUTLAW BLUE BY YOU
Moved out from back with last turn cover, angled wide, urged, faded out from the
chase. Hoping for a slice of it.
LINCOLN
Tracked top pair from outset, chased to lane, urged, even in the tuner. Gerry
takes the drive. Tighter now?
MAJOR JESSE
Sat in along cones, shuffled to last, cleared, urged to save show. Can take part
again.
MUSICIAN
Sped to top, pocket into turn, burst out half, rimmed balance, circled into
lane, kept marching, up. Mooney's choice.
WESTERN DEVIL
Sped to top, yielded to quarter mover, traffic to midstretch, cleared, urged.
Probably fires out again. Danger.
WILDCAT BOBBY
Moved from last 4th over far turn, gapped bit before angling wide, rallied
fastest. Hoping for a live lead up trip.
MITCH MCBLUEGRASS
Moved up on cover train, couldn't rally into fast heat. John's choice.
ROLLING SEA
First over near half, advanced to top of lane, broke, wasn’t loaded. Tougher
post in second start back down in class. Chip steers.

PRODIGAL
Shot to top, no pressure any point, sped home, little urging. Gets class relief.
James choice as well.
A AND C ARTIST
Parked turn, released to retaker, soon in 3hole, traffic to midstretch, finished
fair once free. Back inside. Usable.
BEAUS COWBOY

Sped from gate, yielded, 3hole trip to lane, cleared late, flew up the rail.
Better post. Dean hops aboard.
IMMA TANK
Left well, backed up to last, excess cover far turn, no rally. Nick's back in
the bike tonight.
PH HIPPIE
Rode cones the trip, urged into lane, ended up in heavy traffic. Luke's choice
in this one. One of many.
KEY WORD
Reserved early, 3hole behind top pair from quarter on, urged to hold 3rd.
Negative post switch noted.
HIHOS LITTLE REV
Took out past half, sped on by the leader, opened up, some urging, never an
anxious moment. Hikes, Mooney's choice, post woes.
PEDIGREE BLUE CHIP
Followed winner out past half, good lead up trip, urged, 2nd best. Another hiker
coming from a tougher post.

RELENTLESS DANCER
1st over into far turn, sped past the leader, caught by 2nd over fave. Nick
takes the drive after extra week off.
MISSPANDEROSAJONES
Away well, pocket behind winner midturn, chased balance, driven to save 3rd.
Dean's back, she hikes too.
SING ALONG
Sent to top, yielded to quarter mover, chased to lane, loose late, won easy
anyway. Steps up, adds James.
LICKCREEK SPEEDWAY
Sat in whole trip, had some good late pace to narrow gap, best of the rest. Iffy
type but dangerous nevertheless.
BETTOR LADY
Tucked early, found a seam along cones into lane, urged, almost. Luke returns.
Fires out?
SURPRISINGLY SWEET
1st up near half, on rim balance, flattened into blazing back half. Class relief
and Steve takes the drive.
MORGANGETSHERWAY
Left to control pace, braked to half, sped up last bend, tired a bit deep in
drive. Another drop. Another danger.
NO GUARANTEES
Moved from last 4th over half, gapped the flow in fast panel, just even late.
Mooney's choice over 2 others.
GETTER QUEEN FLUSH
Tucked mid turn, back 2nd over near half, good lead up, urged, many vying for
3rd, tight traffic. Stuck outside. Gerry drives.
LA DIVA DE ROSA
Moved from last 3rd over far turn, angled wide, no close into 27. Drops but 10
hole, ouch.

ALWAYSALITTLEMORE
Out well before half, picked up cover soonafter, not a good lead up, came
3wide, no chance into 27. Gets needed post relief. Luke's choice.
HI FIDELITY
Parked eighth, braked to far turn, sped up to repel attacker, urged to hold. Big
class hike. Adds John.

MARILYN
Settled early, rode cones to lane, gapped bit, then driven fair final eighth.
So-so form. Slice maybe.
BRIANS MAGIC GIRL
Left well, back 2nd over last bend, tipped wide, stalled, broken buxton. Second
start off the claim.
EXSQUEEZEME
Away to pocket, easy run to lane, surged home strongly, game in defeat. Jacob
returns. Price stab?
ROYAL MISTRESS
Reserved leaving, soft trip to top of lane, angled, urged, surged, strong.
Hikes. James choice in here.
CAPITOL HILL
Sped to top, back out far turn, 4 battling for runnerup spot late. Probably
firing out.
VIRGIN EYES
Parked half turn, yielded to winner, tracked balance, driven to save place.
Sharp, adds to the speed equation.
DANCINGONTHESAND
Out from last half, cover far turn, not a good flow, came wide, urged. Coming
from afar as usual. Needs luck.
SHOCK N AWE
Sat in the trip, benefited to 3hole far turn, urged, almost 2nd. Drew 10. Nick's
choice. Also needs favorable lead up.

NAKED BURNER
Sat soft trip to final bend, followed winner out on rim, urged, caught for 2nd
wire. Rail again, trips for part?
FEAR FACTOR
Rode cones from back, urged, failed to rally. Drops back down and should be more
effective with these.
REYS N A RUCKUS
Sent from gate, forced rival back, blazed the clip to lane, called it off. Price
should drift a little tonight.
THEREALGOODS
Sat inside whole trip, gained clearance into lane, driven to narrow gap. Better
post and Nick hops aboard.
BUDGIE SMUGGLER
Sent hard, forced back midbend, out again last bend, tired from hard trip. Been
giving signals. Not impossible.
TIYAGA
Tucked early, benefited inside far turn, driven thru the lane, fair. Minor post
relief and he was Mooney's choice here.
WIZARD OF ODDS
Led early, yielded, soft trip to stretch, driven, best of the rest. Drops but
outside post may be the equalizer. Fires out?

PADDY MURPHY
Parked turn, braked to last bend battled balance, tried to fight back. Better
post. Tougher group.
LODI EAT MY DUST
1st over half, cover midfar turn, kept marching, away near wire. A confidence
booster for him?
CUSTARDS DUNGEON

Stuck last from outset, raced at the back throughout, fair comeback tuner.
Mooney hops aboard.
FOX VALLEY B GUMP
Far back early, failed to make any menacing moves. Likely longshot.
LAKOTA LAW
Left well, yielded, tracked the top pair to lane, no rally. Only mare. Class
relief. Braxten returns. Price stab?
JOLTIN JOE
Sped from gate, yielded half, back out far turn, some urging, away. How tight
can he be here?
NANANA BAATMAN
Moved out near half, bad flow, angled wide, still came on well near wire. Pretty
good spot for this guy. Use.
MYSTICAL STORM
Left to tuck, back out behind winner last bend, good lead up, driven to narrow
gap. Dean's choice. Plan from outer post?
JOKER JOHN
Moved from afar with excess cover last bend, angled, urged, fair. Nick chose
him. Not impossible despite 9.
CROOKSHANKS
Led early, yielded to fav, gapped in swift 3rd panel, a needed tuner. Killer
post. Adds Jessie.

